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0. Extended Abstract And S urinary

Thatcher [1969] poses as an open problem the abstract
definition of a pretheory * A pretheory Is to He an algebraic
structure which Is to be intimately related (In some unspecified
way) to the algebraic theories or algebraic categories of
Lawvere H963], and which will give some insight Into the
categorical approach to generalized finite automata via more
familiar algebraic arguments. In addition, we are asked tn
define two pretheories such that every homonorphlsm from one tn
the other (again with an appropriate definition of hononorphi sn)
corresponds to a finite-state transfornat Inn on a set of trees*

In this paper we propose a definition for a pretheory,
Pretheories turn out to be algebraic structures called 'clones .

Taking the clone of an algebra Is seen to be analogous to taking
the semigroup of a finite-State autonaton.

We explore the connection between theories and
pretheories. We construct the free clone over a theory (In a
nanner similar to EI lenherg * Wr ight t J 96 7] ) and the free theory
over an arbitrary set of naps (a construction alternative to
that of Eilenberg * Wright). In the process of this exploration
we introduce an intermediate structure, cal led a 'complete
algebra,* which provides considerable Insight Into the
definition of an algebraic theory.

Lastly, we apply pretheories to the character 1 nation
problen of finite-state transformations on trees, and complete
the last portion of Thatcher's program.

In this section we Intend to summarise our results using
a minimum of symbolism, so as to explain the results rather than
obscuring them by attempting a precise statement .Vie divide this
sumnary into subsections, corresponding to the sections of the
main part of the paper.

I . A Igebras, Clones, and Pretheories

Following the usual terminology, let any set of function
symbols with unique arlties be called a 'ranked alphabet*. If V
is a ranked alphabet, let a V-algebra he any Interpretation of V
(le a model for the language). Vie call the domain of the
Interpretation the 'carrier* of the algebra.

If V is sone ranked alphabet (either Interpreted or
uninterpreted) we will often use the symbol Vn to denote the set
of n-ary operations in V, By a 'set of operations* we will mean
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some Interpreted ranked alphabet.

If V is a set of operations, we say It is a 'clone
(Grataer M68) iff

J > It contains all the projection functions. I.e. the
function

lambriatxf ,

.

,,xn) Ixl)

Is In Vn for each i and n. We denote this function etl;n) or
just eOK

Z ) It Is closed under composition. I.e.: Let g be In Vn
and H,. w fn he In Vk. Let X denote the string *x?,..,xk*. Then
the function

lambda<X)[g(f KX), . .,f n(X) ) ]

Is In Vk. We denote this composite function by g(fl,..,fn).

This notation allows us to 'naturally' extend Gvery
operation in V to operate on arguments In V. Furthermore, If
fl,..,fn are In Vk, then so is g(fJ,..,fn), So for any k we have
a V-algebra (Vk, V).

Definition. An algebra (VC, V), v/here V Is a clone, is
called a pretheory.

Mote that every clone uniquely defines a pretheory, and
vice-versa, so we villi often refer to them Interchangeably.

If V Is any set of operations, define Cl(V) / the clone
of V to be the smallest clone containing V. If A is an algebra,
let CI(A), the closure of A, he the algebra whose carrier is the
carrier of A and whose operations are the clone of the
operations of A. Note that the closure of an algebra Is a
pretheory iff every element of the carrier Is algebraic In the
original algebra {I.e. the algebra has no proper suba Igehros)

.

Theorem. Let V be any set of maps on a domain A. Then
Cl<V) is just the set of maps A* — > A achievable by composition
of naps in V,

This shows that the closure of an algebra Is analogous
to the semigroup of a finite state machine, which is just the
set of all mops fron the state set to Itself achievable by
concatenation of symbols in the Input alphabet.
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Definition [Cnhn] . Let V # w be clones. A Cl-norphlsn
{clone hononorphlsm) Is a nap F:V — > W such that

1) F(Vn) C tin

?) F(e(i;n)) = e(!;n)

3) F(g(fl,*.,fn)) - (F(R))(F(ff) / . w Ftfn))

Proposi t Ion. C l-norphlsns compose,

?, Theories* pretheorles, and complete algebras.

In this section we explore the relationship between
Lawvere s notion of an algebraic theory and our notion of
prctheory. In order to nake Lawvere's Ideas clearer, we will
introduce an Intermediate notion, which we will call a 'complete
a Igebra.

A complete algebra Is not an algebra; It is the
generalization of algebra to functions Into tuples of elements
of A. The name 'complete' algebra was chosen because It Is this
type of structure which Arblb and GIveon [7967] call the
completion of an algebra.

Definition. A complete algebra consists of a carrier A,
and for each pair of non-negative integers m,n a set A(m,n) of
maps A" — > A* such that

I) If f 4 A(m/ n) and g« A(n,p), their composition,
g.f, is in A(n/ p)

2} The maps are closed under direct product. I.e. If
ff,..,fn £ A(n*f), there Is a unique g c A<n,n) such that
(letting X denote an m-tuple of elements of A)

g(X) (f )(X),..,fn(X))

Note that the value of of Elal^.^n) Is indeed an n-tuple of
elements of A. We write <fl,..,fn> for this unique g.

3) All the trivial naps are present; I .e* any dl rect
product of the projections Is present, (Note that with cnndltion
t It would have sufficed to require the Inclusion of just the
projections in A(n,f). The present definition Is adopted in
order to conform to the standard definition of the completion of
an algebra.

)
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Ue prove the following characterisation theorem for
complete algebras: The napplngs A(n, M of a conplete algebra
forn a clone. Furthermore a conplete algebra consists precisely
of all the direct products (axlon 2) of Its naps A(n,J). Thus
we can construct the conplction of an algebra In tv/o steps:
Firsts take the closure of thp algebra, and then take direct
products.

can then construct the free theory over a pretheory
by simply taking the free theory over Its completion, l?e can
also go in the other direction/ construction the free clone and
free conplete algebra over a theory. These constructions are
seen to commute.

Furthermore, the notions of hononorphlsm of theory,
complete algebra, and clone are shown to be related such that
the following ladder diagram comutes;

TJ > 12

t t
CA? > CA2

*« --> 3

C12

where the horizontal arrows are homonorphi sns of the appropriate
type, and the vertical arrows are any of the free constructions.
In fact, given any of the horiiontal naps, one nay construct the
other two homomorphisns such that the diagram commutes (no
matter how the vertical arrows are drawn), and all these
constructions themselves corrmte.

Thus the clones land pretheories) are seen to be very
intimately related to the algebraic theories of Lawvere.

3. Pretheories and Finite-State Trans format ions.
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In this section vie apply pr^thcorlcs to the study of
f Inl te-state t ransfornot Ions on trees . This lnves t ipa t Ion was
motivated by a remark of Thatcher 11969], He noted that every
finite state t ransfornat Ion on trees Induced o hononorphlsn on a

certain semigroup. Me col led these sen! nroups pr^theorics

.

Unfortunate ly, not every hononorphlsm on these sonl groups was
generated by a finite-state transformation, Thatcher
conjectured that with the proper definition of protheory, the
converse of his observation would hold. We finish the program by
presenting two pretheorles such that the Cl-nurphlsns fron one
to the other correspond In a very natural woy (In fact, by an
elementary lambda conversion) to preci sely the f Inl te state
transformations on the appropriate set of trees.

Let us use the symbol *:* to denote the center-dot
substitution operator of thatcher U9&9), If 2 Is any set, let
Trees(E; V) denote the set of all trees v/Ith nodes In the ranked
alpphabct V and with additional variables In 2 appearing at the
leaves. Where V is understood, we villi often Write Trees(Z) for
this set. We will often use the set X of canonical variables
xJ,xZ,... . We denote Xn the set x),..,xn. We define the set of
terns over V to be the direct sun of the sets TreestXn; V) for
each n. The significance of this perhaps roundabout definition
Is that every tern can be uniquely Identified as k-ary for some
k. This allows us to treat any tern as a function on trees;

If t Is a n-ary tern, and tJ,..,tn are trees, define
t(tf,..,tn) to be the tree

t:( lanbdaUIHtl))

where this denotes the expected subs 1 1 tut Ion ope rat Ion. Note
that the lanbda expression Is only defined for xl In Xn.

This merely extends the nornal notation sftJ,..,tn> for
s in Vn. Thus Individual letters in V and terns over V nay be
considered as functions on trees. We conflrn that the set of
terms is in fact a clone, and Is the clone generated by V, We
denote this clone V*. This Is the first of the two pretheorles.

The second pretheory Is sonewhat nore Involved, It is
the clone of the theory which Thatcher calls the theory of
finite state transfornat Ions on trees. I ulil not describe it
fully here, but Its n-ary symbols are naps fron S (the state
set) to Terms(Xn x 5, V), and the function associated with such
a map t Is

lanbda(tl,..,tn){ lanbda(s)

(

t(s) :< lambda (xl,s)( 1 1 (>) ) >)

)
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This Is seen to nlnlc the linking action of a
finite-state transfornat ion, Note also that the carrier of the
pretheory Is the set of naps fron G to variable-free trees over
V. We confirm that this algebra Is a pretheory, and we denote
It V*S.

lie recall that a finite-state transformation on trees
(or FST) Is a certain type of function fron Trees x S to Trees.
Note also that a Cl-norphlsn fron V* to V*S takes a tree and
yields a nap fron 5 to trees. Thus an expression f(t)(s) Is a
tree If f Is such a morphlsn. We are now In a position to state
the main theorem of this section:

Theorem. (1) If f is an FST, It Induces a Cl-norphlsn
f* from V* to V*S by

f*(t) = lambda(s)(f<t,s))

<M) Every Cl-norphlsn f from V* to V*S Induces a map f*
from Trees x S to Trees by

f*(t,s) - f(t)(s)

and ft Is an fst.

(Ill) ft* = f; f** - f.

In the course of the development/ we also prove that all
FSTs are total. The key to that argument Is that certain
functions are defined for every argument with which they are
called. It turns out that the requirement that function
symbols be uniquely defined as to arlty, which heretofore seemed
a rather technica I point, and the requl renent that Cl-norphlsns
map n-ary functions Into n-ary functions are a model of this
variable-binding argument* Furthermore, It develops that the
requirement that Cl-morphlsns preserve the projections Is a
mirror of Thatcher's 'boundary condition* In his definition of
FST. These observations, as we I 1 as the actual result/ clve us
a greater Insight Into finite-state transformations*
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f, V-algebras and clones.

In this section we define V-a Igebras and an operation
(closure) which generalises the operation of taking the
semigroup of a finite state machine.

Definition. A ranked alphabet Is a pair <V, r>, where V Is

a set and r is a function fron V to the nonnegatlve integers*
Where no confusion results, vie refer to the ranked alphabet^
<V,r> hy V alone. We denote by Vft the set £5 c V ; r(s) nj.
lie will often call this set Vn,

A ranked alphabet Is nothing norc than a collection of
funct ion symbols (names) wl th Indicated functions litlns given hy
the function r. He Interpret such an alphabet by specifying a
function on an appropriate domain for each fucntion nene. The
resulting structure is called a V-algebra, or just an algebra.

Definition, If V is a ranked alphabet, a V-alr ebr j Is a
pair <A, d> where A Is a set and d:V --> [A* -> A] such that If

5 € Vn then d(s):A*—> A. We say A is the carrier of (L. We
sometimes write s** for d(s) and write <A, V> for <A, d>,
purposely confusing the alphabet V of function symbols and the

set d IV J of functions. We will use capital script letters &,$ *

C to denote algebras, and roman letters A, B, C to denote their
carriers.

Let us consider very briefly a few examples of algebras.

Example J. Let G be a group. Let P t.l, with r(.) 2.

(so <P,r> is a ranked alphabet). Let I(.Xp„h) gh
(multiplication In G). Then <G,I> Is a P-algebra,

Example ?, Let M be a monoid of operations on a set A,
Make M a ranked alphabet by setting r(m) J for each n in M,
Let d(m) :A -> A be given by d(n)(a) « n(a). Then <A / d> Is a
M-algebra.

Example 3. Let V be a finite ranked alphabet. Let 2 be
any set. Let Trees(E; V) denote the set of trees built up from
V with variables In 2 as follows:

I) If 2 * E, then h * Trees(H)

I i) If s * V0, then s ft Trees.

ill) if s £ Vn, and tf,..,tn £ Trees, then the tree
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tJ tZ ... tn

Is In Trees. We denote this tree s(tJ,..,tn).

We have made here a couple of changes frnn nornal
mathematical notation. First, we will allow ourselves to use
syntactic variables with nancs longer than a single letter (e.g.
Trees, t)). We will use the symbol *.' to denote
mu 1 1 i pl I cat Ion, concatenation, or other noma I ly no tat I on-free
operations where this nay cause confusion. We villi occasionally
write things like lanbda( I ) ( . . ,xl . . . ). It Is hoped that this
usage Is at least moderately clear. Secondly, note the order of
variables in TreestE; V). This will allow us tn drop later
arguments when they are clear fron context, e.s. Trees(E, V) may
be abbreviated Trees(H), or just Trees, as. Indeed, It Is In the
definition. If Z Is empty we write Trees (V> for Trees (Z;V).

Let I be defined as fellows:

i(s) -s If s& VOU Z

I(s)(tf, ..,tn) s(tT,..,tn) if s is n-ary.

Then <Trees( V), 1 > I s a V-algcbra. It Is called the generic or
totally free V-algebra, since It can be shown that any V algebra
is a hononorphic Image of the generic V alpebra.

Example 2, the monoid, has an interesting property. Let
m,n,o,p,... be elements of M (le functions A -> A) We can
compose these functions to get new functions, le
lambda t x) Im(n(ptx) J) ] . M has the property that, whatever
composition one creates, there Is always a single function In H
which gives the sane nap. This property, closure under
compos 1 1 Ion, Is extremely important. We general lae It to
functions of more than one variable as follows:

Definition. (P. Hall) Let V be a set of operations on some
domain, and let Vn denote the set of n-ary operators In V. We
say V Is a closed set of operations (or clone, for short) iff

f) for each n > 0, the function e? lambdafx J, .
.

,

xn)(xl ) £
Vn and

?)if g Is n-ary, and f? # ..,fn are k-ary operations In V,
then the operation

lambda(xI,..,xk)tg(fI(xJ,..,xl:),..,fn(x?,..,xl:)))
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Is In Vk. We denote this operation R(fJ,..,fn).

Exanplc 4. Let R be a ring. Let P br the set of poly-
nnlals with coefficients In R and variables In X * [xf,..
*n,,..] # Then <R, P> Is a P-alschro. (Hot fee that ue have used
the natural interpretation of polynonlals as functions on R).
Furthernore P Is a clone, since p(pl /lf ,pn) Is just the
polynomial obtained by substituting pi for xl unlfornly In p.
Note that R Is just PP.

Definition. Let X «£xj # . . # Xft, . .*] , Let Xn -
[xl, tt/ xn]i Mote XO Is the enpty set.

Mote that the dcflnlton of the set Trees Is very much
like the definition of the set of terns over a set nf function
symbols and constants. This duality Is crucial to nany of our
arguments. We therefore define;

Definition: Let V be a ranked alphabet. Refine the set
of n-ary terns over V to be the set TrccsCXn; V). Ue denote this
set Terns(n; V). As usual, we will delete the second arfiunent
where It Is clear fron context.

Definition. The set of terns over V, denoted Terns(V) Is
defined as the direct sun of the sets Terns(n; V) for every
non-ner.at I ve n.

Mote that the sots Terns(n) are non-dlsjnlnt; In fact
Terns(n) d Terns(n+J). In the set Terns, however. We can
uniquely Identify any tern as to its 'arlty' Chy the definition
of direct sun). Thus In^our definitions we will say 'let t be a
tern. If t Is k-ary,...* and this will be non-anbiguous.

We can now nake Terns(V) a ranked alphabet by letting
Terms^ be the Inage of Terns(n). To each t In Terns^, we assign
a function i (t) as follows: Given tl,..,tn, i'( t) C t?, . ., tn) Is
the tree resulting fron substituting tl for xi In t. This
substitution Is to be done slnu I tnneous ly for all i and for all
occurrences of each x i . (This Idea will be made sonewhat nore
rigorous later. See Thatcher [I 9*9] }

.

Example 5. <Trees(V), I'> Is a TernsCVJ-alpebra.
Furthernore the set ('[Terns] forns a clone. In fact, the
desired function g(fJ,.,,fn) is obtained by applying t'U) to
the terns (trees) H,..,fn. The reader will verify that a) this
operation is well-defined, even thoufih fl, t ,,fn are not
variable-free, and b) that It Elves the desired function. (Hint:
prove that substitution Is associative). The render will note
also that the n-ary tern xl yields the l-th n-ary projection
function ef

.
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This exanple is a Key one; we will refer tr It nnny tlnns
In the future.

Note that we can naturally extend every operation In a

clone V to operate on arruncnts In V via:

Let ff,..,fn € Vk# r. t^Vn. Then let r(fl,..,fn) be the
composition of g with the f s as In the definition of clone.
This conposite is in Vk since V Is a clone. So for each k,
g:(Vk)* -> Vk. So for any I; we have on alnebra <Vk,V>.

Definition. An algebra <V0 > V>, where V Is a clone. Is
called a pretheory.

Exanple 6. <Trees(V),Terns(V)> Is a pretheory. This
pretheory is called the generic pretheory over V, end is denoted
V .

Definition. Let H a <A, d> be o V-algebra, Let V be the
smallest clone containing d[VJ, Then^, the closure of A, Is
defined as <A,V >.

V , as defined above, Is just the closure of the algebra
<Trees<V), V> {The algebra of Exanple 3),

Proposition. For any algebra A><V*iL
t

Proof. Trivial from the definition.

Our next goal is to provide an explicit construction of CL,

This will/ hopefully, nakc the concept of clone quite a bit
c learer.

Definition. Let it = <A, d> be a V-algebra. lie define
P(flJ, the po lynonla I a lgebra over &, as fol lows: PtflJ ° < A # d*>
will be a Terms(V)-aIgebra. d* is defined as follows:

I) if s & V, then d*(s) » d(s>

II) If xi * Terns^, then d*(xl) - e*

iil) Let td Terns*. Then t « s(tI /((/ ck) for sone
tl,..tk In Ternsn and s In \fc . Then let d*(t)
lanbda(xT,.. / xn)[d(s)(d'(tI){xJ,. w xn),.. # rl'{tk){xI,.. / xn))].

Mote that d* tTerms(V)] consists of all the functions A
n

"> A obtained by composing functions In6t (ie by conposlng
thefuncttons in dCV])* Thus going fron £L to Pt&J is analogous to
taking the semigroup of a finite-state nachine, since the latter
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operation Is perfnrned by taking all the functions Q — > Q
obtainable by concatenating elements of the Input alphabet V
(regardlnc the elcnents of V as naps Q — > Q).

Theoren. d* [Terns] V

Proof: We need to show that d'tTerns] is a clone, and
that any clone containing V contains d'CTernsJ.

To see that d'lTerns] is a clone, let d*- be a rlnht
inverse of d' (le d*-(f) Is some tree such that d*(d*-(f>) » f).
One nay then easily conflrn that f (j:J, . ,,nn)
d (i (d«-(f))<d«-( e U,.. ,d*-<j;n>)) (I' is the trco-suhstl tutlon
function of example 5).

How let C be sone clone containing V. We wont to show
that d'tTernsJ C C. We do this by Induction on the depth of t
h Terms.

If ti V0, then d'lt) * C.
If xn & Terns,,, then d*(t) is e£ * C
Otherwise t is s(tl,». # tk), Ry the Induction

hypothesis, d (tl)fi C for each 1 # Eut then d'(t)
d'<s<U,..,tk)}
lanbda(xJ,..,xn)[d*(s)(d'(tM(xf

/ . w xn),_,ri*(tl:)(xJ,..,xn))] -
d (sMd <tl),..,d*(tk)) In C, so d

#
(t) Is In C. QEP.

Thus v/e have the closure operation, as well, as
analogous to taking the senlgroup of on automaton. In the
remainder of this paper we will discuss clones, occasionally
referring to this characterization theoren where needed.

As usual, vie will define a hononorphism for clones.

Definition. Let V, W be clones. A Cl-mnrphlsn (clone
hononorphism) Is a map F:V — > W such that

i) FtVn] C Wn

11) F(e*) b£

ill) F(f(cJ Cn)) = {F(f))(F{El),..,F(Rn))

Since any clone uniquely defines a pretheory (and
yiceversa), we say that a hononorphism between pretheorles Is
just a Cl-morphlsn on the operators, with the nap on the
carriers regarded as the restriction of the Cl-norphisn to VO,

ProposI t Ion. Cl-norphlsns cnnpqse.
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Proof- Trivia
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Z. Theories and Prethcories

In this section we will explore the relationship between
Lawvere s notion of an algebraic theory or algebraic category
and our notion of pretheory« In order to nafcc Lawvere's Ideas
clearer, we will Introduce an Intermediate notion, which wo will
call a 'complete algebra.*

Definition. A complete alnebra Is a pair

&= <A, £A(n,n) ; n,n integersj>

where A<n,n) is a set of naps A* — > A* such that

CAI) If f 4 A<m,n) and g i A(n,p), then their
composition, g.f * A(n,p).

CA2) If f:t!,..,nl --> V nl, there exists a
function f- in A(n,n> such that Wx|MW = (tfty. .,*",)- Thse
naps are called the trivial naps, w *«

CA3) If fl,,.fn£ A{n,J),then there Is a unique g t
A(m,n) such that

«U'm.^) » <U(a? / ..,an),...,fn(af,„,an))

Note that the value of j;{aI M(/ an) Is indeed an n-tuple of
elements of A. We write <ff,..,fn> for this unique g.

A complete algebra Is not an algebra; It Is the
generalization of 'algebra* to functions Into tuples of elenents
of A. We now proceed to characterise the conplete algebras.

Lenma* If & Is a conplete algebra, then the direct sum
of the sets A(n,J) forns a clone*

<-

Proof. If ftllj — > (J,..,n} :• lanbdaU) [i ], then f*-

f<*l,..,gn) f.<gl/twan>, qed.

Definition, If& Is a conplete algebra, we call the
algebra <A,U{A(n,n3> the base of ^ and denote ItdL*.

Definition. An algebra <A, V> Is said to be closed iffVisa clone.

Lemna. Let & <A, V> be a closed algebra. Let

A(n,n)
-(lambda(xJ,..,xm)[(f Mxl,..,xm). . ,fn(xf, . . ,xn))] ; f ?, . w fni
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Vm>.

Then <A, [A(n,n)]> Is a conplete algebra. In fact. It

Is the smallest conplete algebra containing d,. In the sense that
if <A, B(m,n)l> Is another conplete algebra such that VnC
B(n,n, then A{n,n)C B(n,m) for all n,m.

Proof: Vie must verify that the sets A(n,n) satsfy
conditions CA? - CAJ

I) Let fC A(n,n) , and i;t A(n,p>. Then f -

(fl,..,fn) for sone set of fl £ Vn, where the tuple notation
Indicates taking the combining process of the hypothesis. (Note
that this decomposition Is wo I I-dcf Ined) . Similarly, g =

(rT,.. # cp) (£' * Vn). Let a denote an n-tuple <al,..,an) of
elements of A. Then

fi.f(a) = g(fl(a),..fn(a)>

= (gKfKa),..,fn(a)) / ..,sp(f/(a) / . w fn(a))).

But since V Is a clone, for each gl,

lanbda(xJ, . .,xn) [gl(f Kxl, * .,xn), . ,,fn(xf, , .,xm))] t Vn

Call this function hi. So g.f *(hf,..,hp) £ A(m,p>.

t) Let f:-U,.,,n> ™> (f ,,.*!»>. Then f- -

J) This Is guaranteed trivially by the construction.

Note also that the *snal lest* condl t Ion fo I lows dl rect ly

from condition 3, for If f £ A(m,n), then f (fT,. w fr.) for
some set of fi's In Vm (and therefore In B(n, ))). So f Is In
B(n,n) by CAS. QED.

We call this algebra <(!>, the cnnpletlon of (Lt

Corollaries. If £L Is closed, then <£>**& . If d Is

complete, <A*>*A- .

Proof. Easy, We go from closed olgebras to complete
algebras by taking n-tuples; we go In the other direction by
simply restricting ourselves to the T-tuples.

Having establ I shed the Intimate connection between
closed algebras and conplete algebras, we now proceed to the
second half of our exposition: the connection between conplete
algebras and algebraic theories. For completeness, we begin
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with a standard definition.

Definition. A category T consists of

() a set Ohj(T) of objects of T

II) for each AJ, M £ Obj(T) o set T(AI,A?) called the
set of T-rwrphi sris:Af "> AZ

H* '

III) For each AI,A?,A3 4 Obj(T) o nap

.:T(A2,A3) x T(A!,Af) —> T(Af,A3)

satisfying the following ax ions:

Cf) If f « T<Al,AZ), £* T(A?,A3), and h* T(A3,A4),
then h.(g.f) * (h.g).f

C2) For each A * Ohj(T) there exists a T-norphlsn J**
T(A,A) such that for any f « T(A,B), f.?A

= f = ?6# f

We often write f:A ~> B for f c T(A,E), fJote that we
are using 'left notation*: g.f neans roughly *f then p/.

The study of categories con be regarded as the study of
generalised composition. Thus if the objects are sets and the
morphlsms functions between then, then the resulting object Is a
category. However, the norphlsn need not be set-theoretc
functions A --> B. In fact, one can choose T<A#B) to be the set
of all functions B --> A <!). The reader nay verify hy
appropriate synbol-pushlng that the resulting object is a
category.

flotation. Let [n] denote the set -Cf,.. ,nK Mote that
[0] Is the enpty set, and [1] Is a singleton. We will often
write I for [11, and for 101.

Notation. Let I n denote the nap I —> In] whose graph
Is {(?,!)>. Do not confuse IB , the nap <M,?)> In T(I,tnl),
with Irvv the identity on tnl.

Definition. (Lawvere (1963), Fllenherg and Wright
[I967D A theory T Is a category such that

TI) ObjU) = -Jtnl ; n = C, 7,2,3, ., .>

T2) SC, the category of sets [n] with all the
set-theoretic functions between then as norphlsns. Is a
subcategory of T (le all the Sfl-norphlsns are T-norphlsns, and
the Identities and conpositlcn rules agree).
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T3) Given any set of T-norphisns

fJ,..,fn:I ~ > rpl

there exists a unique T-norphlsn flitnj — > [pj such that

in
>[n]

comutes for each I 4 n. We write <fl*..,fn> for this unique morphlsnu

a * *Thus for any f:[n) -->[pl, f - <f.l
useful fprn gf this statenent Is that anti f e
expressible as <fJ,..,fn> for sone unioue set

m a >

T([n],
of fl

A nnre
tpl) Is

In T(I,[p]J.

The notion of an algebraic theory Is admittedly an
obscure one. The prinary purpose of this section Is to show how
this notion can be reduced to the simpler notion of an algebra
(actually prctheory). We will now show the relationship between
theories and complete algebras- To do this, vie will first show
how to construct a theory given a complete algebra. This
construction will hopefully shed sone light on the source of the
definition of a theory.

Let
Definition. Let ft- be a conplete algebra <A, {A(n,n}»,

Th(£) be the category T constructed as follows:

I) Obj(T) - €trij>

?) T([n],[nl) = A(n,n> (note

thi

the reverse I >

)

tL3) Conposltlon In T Is the reverse of conposltion in

i ,e.. If f e T([n], [n] > and s * T([n], [p]), then p.f In T Is

just f.g In £L The reader should confirn that this nakes sense.

We call Thai) the theory of £L- (See Ellenber* ond Wrtfht
[19673 for an alternative construction). We must, of course,
confirn that what we have constructed Is a theory. While thp

proof Is trivial synbot-pushlnc, the astute reader will note the

parallel between the axions of a conplete algehra and the axions
for a theory. So:
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Proposition. If & Is a conpletf? algebra, then Th(<J) Is
an a Igebralc theory.

Proof, f, Th(#J is a category. Closure under
composition follows directly fron the closure of complete
algebras under conposl

t

lon(CAJ) . Associativity (CO therefore
follows fron the associativity for set-theorct Ic functions.
From CA?, we know that the Identity on A* Is In A(n,n) for each
n (It Is the function induced by the identity of [nj).
Therefore it serves as the Identity )

frl
In T([n],[n]),

Tf« Obj (T) - -tin!)-.

TS. S0 Is a subcategory of T via the Insertion sending
f:tn] —> tnl to f-:Aw ~ > A*, flote that ft SQ(En),tr]), so f*UKn), so f*- c Tdnljp]], as desired. Note that (f.r.)*-
f#t

-C*'/ and "&9** (Ic - of the Identity on [n]J Is 1# (the
Identity on tr

i

, Fron these two observations It Is easy to
conf I rn that composition and identities azree on SO (or its
Image) and on T, so SO Is Indeed a subcategory of T. Mote that
this fact depends alnost entirely on the axlon CAf, which
guarantees the existence of all the trivial naps In &. Thus the
axiom T2 requiring Sfl as a subcategory nay be viewed as slnply
requiring all the trivial maps to be In T.

T3. Given any set of T-norphlsns f),..fn: I — > [pi, we
want to find the unique T-norphlsn <fJ,.,,fn>. ff # *. #fn are just
naps In A(p, O, so let g <fJ,. w fn> In A(p,n) (whose existence
is guaranteed by CA3K We would like g. 1^ * fl In T. g.l^ In T

(I H )*-.g in tL* e*.<ff,. ,,f n > - f I in & = f I In T. So the axlon
T3 may be viewed as requrlng the existence of direct products
(CAS). QED.

Definition. If 0* Is an algebra (rather than a conplete
algebra), then let ThtflJ denote Th(<fl>).

Having established that to every algebra there
corresponds a theory/ we naturally ask the next question: Is
every theory the theory of sone conplete algebra? To answer
this question we Villi associate a conplete algebra with each
theory.

Definition. The free clone over T, CUT), Is the set of
naps T(I,[0])* — > T(I,[fll) defined as follows: To each
T-morphlsn f»T(I # [n]) we associate the nap In Ct(T)H given by

lanbdaUI, . w an) [<aJ, . . ,an>,fl

Note that this definition nakes sense, for , If al,..,an
* T(I,£M, then <aJ,, . ,an> € T(En],0J, and fi T(I, [n]), so the
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composition <af,,.,an>.f is defined and Is a nenber of T(I,0).
Ue leave It as a simple exercise to show that CI(T) Is really a
c lone.

Definition, The free conplcte olr.ebra over T, denoted
CA(T), is <C1(T)>, the completion of tlie clone of T Cor actually
the completion of the prethenry <CI(T) , CI(T)>.

To get the desired result we will develop a serlps of
technica I lemraas.

Lenna. There Is a natural bijection l:(T(I,[n])> -->
T<[m],[n]).

Proof. I Is given by lfl /i(/ fn) — > <fJ,. w fm>. I-l-ness
and onto-ness are both trivial.

Corollary. A theory T is uniquely determined by the
morphisms T(I, [n] ).

This Is ana (ogous to the statement that a complete
algebra Is uniquely determined by Its base.

Theorem. T? * TZ Iff CMTJ) cr CA(T2).

Proof. — > trivial. <— : It will suffice to show Cl(TJ)
« CKT2) — > T; * T2* But It is clear that CKTO ^ Cl(T?) —

>

TKI/fn]) x TZ(I, [n]). But then, by the last corollary, T/ ^
T2. OED.

Oef In I tlon . A complete algebra Is said to be se If

generated Iff A Is Isomorphic to A(0,I).

Corollary. A complete algebra is self generated Iff it
Is the completion of a pretheory*

Theorem. If & Is a pretheory, then &*Cl(Th«D)

Proof. Let £L* <Vfl, V>. Let T denote Th(£). Let %
denote CUT). We know that TU,[nJ) Is just Vn, and that £n Is
just T(I,[n]), So we have a natural bijection e:Vn — > 6n for
each n. It remains only to show that the map e Is a
homomorphi sn, ie

e<f(af,..,an)) = e(f ) (e(aJ), .

.

,e(an J)

.

Dow e Is the Identity on the 0-ary elements, so wc need
only 5how that e(f) = f. Hon the Image of f In T Is just the
morphlsm f. The Image of f In CKT) Is the map
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lanbda(al, •,,an)[<aT,..,an>.f]

How the . In that expression Is the ennpnsitinn of
Th(M, which Is defined to be just the reverse of conposltion In
<£>. So <a;,..,an>.f In T Is f.<a),..,an> in <fi>, which Is just
f(al,..,an). So the inage of f In ft

a ClfT) Is

lambda(al, ..,an)[f(aJ,..,nn)] = f9 as des i red. QED.

Corollary. If tL Is a self generated conplete algebra,
then H* CA(Th(<L>).

Corollary, If T Is a theory, then T * Th(Cl(T)K

Proof. Let Abe CUT) In the theorem. Then CI(T) ^
Cl(Th(Cl(T))). But by the first tbeoren in this section, this
inplies that T * Th(CUT)). QED,

What we have shown so far is that there Is a natural
correspondence

theory

conplete a igebra

i
pretheory

such that all of the arrows connute. In fact, we can assert
something strnger. If wo define a hononorphlsn of theories (as
v^e will very shortly), we will get the following ladder diagran
to be connutat I ve:

T , > T2

i i
CAT > CAZ

1 t
CI1 > CI?

where the vertical arrows are any of the correspondences of the
previous diagram, ad the horizontal arrows are the appropriate
hononorphisns. In fact, specifying any one ofthe horizontal
arrows will Induce naturally the other two horisnntal arrows.
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Fur themore, ^ 1 I of the Inductions connute, e.fl. If n

Cl-morphlsn f induces a Th-norhpisn f*, then the Cl-norpMsn
Induced by f* will be precisely f.

Our f i rst task Is to define hononorphisns for theories.

Definition. A Th-norphlsn (theory hononorphlsn) TI -->
T? Is a functor preserving SO, le o nap F on the norphisns of TJ
such that

TBI) F:TH(n),[n]) — > T?([n),tn])

TfiZ) if f 6 T(tnJ,[n]) and z *TUlpl [n]) then

F(f.s) = Ff.Ffi

TM3) If f t SO, then Ff * f „

One should not confuse a Th-norphisn, which Is a nap
between two theories, with a T-norphlsn tor, say,
Th(iL)-norphlsn), which is a nap Inside a particular theory. We
will avoid nanlng any theory Th, so this notation \t\ \ I he
unanbiguous.

Definition. A CA-norphlsn (Conplete algebra
hononorphlsn) fron &*to ft Is a nap F whose domain Is A U
U*(A(n,n)> such that

1) F(A) C B

2) F:A(n,n) — > B(n,n)

3) F(f. c ) - Ff.Fj;

4) If f is a trivial nan, Ff • f.

Both Th- and CA- nnrphlsns nay be viewed as
homonorphlsms (conditions 3 and Tftf) which preserve the
dlmensiona LI t les of their donains and rangRs<condI tlons 2 and
TMJ), and which preserve the trivial naps (conditions 4 and
TM3). Similarly, one can view Cl-norphlsns In the sane llpht.
The ladder theorem, then, should not be greatly surprising.

We will also need the technical result that Th- and CA-
norphisns preserve their direct product operations as well.

Proposition. Lot F be a Th-norphisn, fJ,„,fn £ TU, CIO).
Then F(<f I, . . ., fn> J = <FfJ,,.,Ffn>
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Proof. F<<f I,..,fn>).I * F<<f I, . w fn>}.F(l ) =

F(<f f, * .,fn>. I) * Ffl, for each I* Cy the uniGueness condition
of the definition of <,..>, this Is sufficient tc show that
FKfI,»* #fnM * <Ff J,..,Ffn>. QCO.

The proof for CA-norphlsns Is slnT Inr.

Theorcn, I) Let d*6 he complete alpehras, P : d/--> & he a

CA-norphism, Then the restriction of F tn the sets A(n,I),
denoted HJ(F), Is a Cl-mrphlsn on the clones Qj& — > $*
satisfying the ladder condition of the previous discussion*

II) Let £*6 be clones, F : A—>ft a Cl-norphlsn. Then
F induces a CA-norphlsn M2(F>:<&> "><§> satisfying the ladder
condi t ion.

ill) Ml(M*(f)> = f; rif(HMf)) f

Proof, i * Trivial .

II) 142 is given by: T!2(F) on A is just F. Let f £

A{m,n) be <fl,.,,fn>. Then let MUFXf) - <Ff J, . .
,Ffn>. We need

to confirm that 112(f) Is a CA-norphisn. Conditions 1 and 2 hold
trivially. To verify condition 3, let M2(F) be denoted by G.

Lftt f H <fl,../fn>, g = <£l,.wcn>. Then

GCf.e> G(<fl*g,..,fn,g>) = <F(H.g),. w F(fn.K>>

<F(fl(sI # * w gn)) / . w F(fnfgI,. w nn))>

» <F(f?){F( s n,.wF(ErO),.wF(fn)CF(pn^.,F(Rn))>

<F(f n.<F<fin,..,FCgn)>,..,F(fn)XF(jU>,..,F(Rn>>>

= <F<f J).C(g),..,F(fn).G(g)>

= <F(M),..,F(fn)>.G(e)

= G(f).G(g)

To verify that the trivial naps are preserved, note that the

trivial naps are the direct products of the projections, which
are preserved by F. Mote that the ladder condi tlon fol tows

Inroediately from the natural Inclusion of £L In <d> ,

III) Obvious, since Kt on A(n,J> Is the Identity.

Theoren. Let Tf, 12 be theories, F:TJ — > 12 a

Th-rnorphlsn. Then F induces a Cl-norphlsn I!3(F) :C 1 (TT ) -->
CUT?), such that the following dlagran comutes:
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f

I I
CUT!) > CUTS)

M3(F)

where the vertical arrows arc the natural Insertions of the
construction of Cl(T).

Proof. Let s & CUT/}*, Then 5 Is the Inapt of unique
norphisn (also denoted s) In TJ(I,[nJ). Let M3(F)(s> be the
Image of F(s) In CI<T£). MJ(f)<s) * Cl(T2) n . M3(F) (s(sl, . .,sn)

)

F(<sJ,..,sn>.s> » F(<sI,.. / sn».F(s) - <F(s») / .. / F(sn)> ( F(s) =
M3(F)<s)(H3tF)<sI), .

.

,M3( F)(sn) ), so the hononorphlsn condition
holds. The projections are In SO, so they are preserved. 5o
f 13 1 F J Is a Cl-norphlsn. Again, the diagram condition Is
trivial, since the vertical arrows are Insertions, and Hi Is the
Identity on the inserted 1nage*

Theorem. Let &,& be conplete algebras, F:£,--> ^ a

CA-norphisn. Then F Induces a Th-norphlsn H4(F) iThW" >Th(g),
such that the diagram condition holds.

Proof, lie need only specify f14 1 F > on the norphlsns of
Th(fU. Denote 114(F) by G and Th(&) by T. Let f* T([n],[n]>.
Then f Is the Image of sone map (also denoted f) In A(n,n). Let
G(f) be the Inace of the nap F(f) In B(n,n). Again the diaRran
condition holds obviously. Vie nust conflrn that G a Is

Th-morphl sm. The dlnenslona 1 1 ty condl ton, TMI, holds trivially
from the corresponding dlnenslona I t ty condition (»2) for
CA-norphlsns. SO Is preserved, since SO Is the Inase nf the
trivial maps in Q* which arc preserved by the CA-nnrphlsn. We
need only conflrn that the honomorphisn condition (TM3) holds.

G(f.g) - F(g.f> « F(K ).F(f) = G(f),G( £ )

QED.

We have now established the following transfornatlons
between the various kinds of hononorphlsns:
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7h-norphi ans

il ml

CA-norphl srs

rwT

Cl-nornhfsns

Ue have shor/n that Ml and 111 comute, so
to complete our orgran, ViC need only one rore result, which v/e will
leave as an exercise to the reader*

Proposition. H4.liJ.M3 * the Identity; H5.H4,f!2 » Identity.

Proof, Trivial fron the Insertions,
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3. Pretheorles and Finite State t ransfornat Ions

In this section we will apply prethoorlns to the study of
finite state transforations on trees. This investigation was
motivated by a renark of Thatcher H967], Me rcnarl'ed that the
finite state transforations on trees Induced a honnnorphlsm on
a certain semigroup of suhstl tut Ions, which he called o
pretheory. He left open the question of an abstract definition
of a pretheory, and conjectured that with the proper definition
of pretheory every hononorphlsn of prntheortcs would yield a
f in! te state transfornat ion.

Definition. Let 2 be sone (Infinite) set of variable
symbols. Then we call any functlon-w:Z — > Trees(H,V) a
substitution.

Definition. We define the substitution operator : as
follows. Let t £ Trees<2, V),-n be a substitution. Then t :-vi Is
d£fift*d by Induetlftrt on the construction of t:

I) If f £ E, then t:^ ^(t)

II) If t s(t),..,tn), then t:* sf tl m, . M tnvd, where
s € Vn, n > P. ' ' r

This definition Is due to Thatcher, who also oricinated
the Following definition and proposl tion.

Definition. He can extend : to substitutions in the
first argument as follows: * f 4\*\ ar * substitutions, then let

1f:j" Ianbd8(z)(-ij(a):y

The reader will conflrn that this definition PtakftS sense.

Proposition (Thatcher) <^:^):5 »-Jj:(^:^)

Proof. See Thatcher 1969.

Corollary. The set (Trees(Z)) of substitutions on a set
2 forms a monoid with the operation :,

Notation. For any 5 £ Vn, let s* denote the tree
s(xJ,..,xn) £ Trees(Xn, V).

#
Proposition. Any tree In Trees{Z, V) Is deconposable as

s
:4J,

where s is uniquely determined and*! l s a suhstltutlnn on
X well defined on Xn.
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Proof, This is just the definition of Trees(X) In

slightly different notation. Let t he s(W,. w tn) and Let 4 be
any substitution mapping xl to ti for xl In Xn. Then t ° s :M .

Definition- Let S be a finite set. Let f0:V x S —

>

Trees(XxS, V) such that ffl[VK ] c. TrecstXn x 5). Ue can extend fff

to f:Trees(X) x S — > TreesU x S) by

1) t(xl,s) = <xl, s> ( c X x S C-TreesUxS, V))

H) f(a
#
:*, s) - ffl(a,s): lanbda(x,s) [f (^jC* 1 * S J1

We can regard the substitution In (II) as the extension of f to
subst I tut ions:

f(i|) » Iambda(x,s)[f(*j(x),s)]

Then f(a':*f, 5) * f0(a,s) : f fo )

.

Any function f:Trees(X)xS — > Trees(XxS) defined In this
way Is called a finite-state transfornat Ion. The rationale
behind this defintion Is given In much nore detail In ThatchRr
[1969]. The reader nay also verify that this definition Is
equivalent to the nore Intuitive fornlatlon of Rounds 11969}

t

One nay regard the function fO as specifying the set of
productions, and the recursion schena as specifying the action
of a gsm. A nunber of facts are easily proved about FSTs.

Proposition (I) f Is total and well defined,
il) flTrees(V) x S] c Trees(V)
III) f(t*|,s) = t(t,s):f(^>

Proof, (i) and (11) are proved via recursion Induction.
The key point that wants verlfcatlon Is the following: In
evaluating f on a tree, we must evaluate f(*|), for sone *| which
Is well defined ony on sone initial segnent Xn of X. We nust
confirm that f(*|) Is called only for arguments for wich it Is
defined. Similarly, we can show chat If t Is in TreestV), then
the boundary condition (I) of the defintion is never used (I)
The proof Is elenentary and will not be reproduced here.

(Ill) Is proved by Thatcher U969], Q.v.

Proposition. Fft|l£) = f^Jift^)

Proof, Trivial fron III

,

This was Thatcher's key observation: That FSTs induced
hononorphlsns on the senlprnups of transforations (In
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particular, In this case, the FST f Inducers a honnnorph isn

(TreesU)r -- > (Trees (XxS)) . He therefore called these
monoids pre theories. Unfortunate ly, the converse Mas not true,

and Thatcher offered the open prohlen of defining on algebraic
structure in which the converse held, lie will de'lne two
pretheories, such that o mnp Is an FST If and only if It Is a
Cl-norphlsn between the two pretheor ies.

If one considers why the converse of the last
proposition does not hold, one is led back to the detail of thn

proof that f is well-defined: It develops that one has to worry
about the transfornat inn being called with arguments for which
It Is not vie I l-def tned* One noy offer necessary and sufficient
conditions on a hononorpblsn for It to he the hononorphlsn of an
FST. Roughly stated* the condition Is that thn hor^onorphlsn he
bounded, in the sense that Its value at x depend only on the
value of the argument at x. This boundedness Is asnln roughly
reflected in the alG^braic theory which Thatcher mentions as the
theory of FSTs. It develops that any Th-ncrphlsn Into that
theory is an FST (In a natural sense). The 'boundedness'
condition thus stated is merely a reflection of the conditions
for a Th-norphisn; that If F T([n],[n]), then Ff*
F(T)([n],[n]>, and that SO Is preserved. The pretheory we
will offer Is just the clone of the theory of Thatcher. This
description is not neant to be clear, but merely sucpestive of
the considerations that guided this research. We Will now
present our finished product In a 'standard mathematical
presentation, ie the framework of this development will be
(unfortunately) well-hidden*

Rotation. Let V* denote V , the free clone over V

defined In Section ?. We recall that this Is
<Trees(V),Terns(V)>, with the Interpretation that If t* Tcrms^,
and tf,,.,tn are trees, then t(tf,..,tn) « t : lombrtnCx! ) [t i]

.

{The reader may conflrn that this Is equivalent to the previous
definition, with an appropriate reading of our somewhat informal
lambda-notation), liote also that the substitution In question Is

well defined only on Xn, as desired.

notation. Let Haps(S;A) denote the set of all functions
f:S —> A.

Notation. Let the n-ary terms In XxS be the set
Trees<Xn x S; V). Let the terns over XxS be the direct sun of
the sets of n-ary terns over XxS. Denote this set by Terns
(XxS). Hake Terns(XxS) a ranked alphabet In the usual way hy
setting Ternis(XxS)^ equal to the n-ary terns.

Definition. If A is a ranked alphabet, make l'aps(S;A) a
ranked alphabet by setting rff) = max [r(f(s)); s 4 S3 (This
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n 11 always be finite since 5 Is finite)

Definition. Let V be a ranked alphabet, S a finite set.
Then let V*S dennte the algebra

<Maps<S;Trees<V)), MaDs(S;Terms(XxS; V))>

where t(tl,..,tn) - lanbda(s) [t(s) : lamhdaCxt ,s) ft 1 (s)l 1 . lie

denote this operation t*(U,. w tn) to distinguish It frnn the
very-slni lar-Ionklnfi, but quite different, operation In V*.

Let us try to explain this. The carrier of our algebra
consists of naps from S Into Trees, So an element of the
carrier can be envisioned as an *S-tuple* (tfMW ts) of
variable-free trees over V. The operation synbols are S-tuples
of trees which nay have variables in X x 5 at their leaves.
What are the operations of V*S? Let tI / ,. / tn be elenents of V*5
(that Is, elenents of the carrier, or naps fron S to Trees), and
let t be a n-ary operation symbol In V*S, Then we have to apply
t to tJ,..,tn and get another nap fron S to Trees. Envision t

as an S-tuple tf7/«»/fsJ (renemberlnfi that these fl are trees
with some variables in their leaves). Our operation yields an
S-tuple (f / n , . ,,fsrH> for an appropriate substl tut lon-«f , The

*J
we have chosen says: If you are at a variable <xi,s> on fj,
take argunent tl (an S-tuple of nice, pure, variable-free
trees), take its s-th elenent (one nice, pure, variable-free
tree), and attach It to this leaf, thus turning fj into a
N,P,V-F tree, and turning t into a nap fron S Into NPV-F Trees,
as desired*

This nay look like so nuch legerdenaln: after an
appropriate flash of the notatlonal magic wand, we have pulled
an inaginary rabbit out of an Imaginary hat. The remainder of
this paper, however, will be devoted to demonstrating that real
rabbi ts actua I ly 1 1 ve In ton hats or, more precisely, that V*S
Is a natural thing to study If one Is Intereseted in FSTs on
trees*

ProposI tlon. V*S 1 s a pre theory.

Proof. The projection function Ci* Is provided by the
n-ary term lambda(s) [<xi,s>], for

lambda<5>[<x1,5>]*(U,. w tn) =

lanhda(s) [ lamhda(s) [<xi . s>Ks) : lambda(xl,s)
(ttU>33

= lanbda(s) [<xl ,s>* Iambda(xl ,s) [tKsJll
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= lanbda<5)[lamhda(xl,s)[ti(5)J<xl,s)]

- lanhdatsHtlts))

= ti

To get closure, let t £ Mnps(S; Terns(XxS) )„ , W,..,tne
Maps(S; Terns)-, uf,..,uk£ Maps(S; Trees).

Ue want hft Maps S; Terris}^. such that

h*(uT,..,uk) - tft(tk(ul,. w uk),.. / tn*(ul,..,uk))

Let u denote the k-tuple ul,..uk. Let h t«( tf , . .,tn). (Mote
that while * was not fornally defined on non variable-free
trees, there is nothing In the definition to prevent us from so
using it. So we will).

Ct*(t7,..,tn))*u - (lanbda(s)tt(s)Mambda(xl,sHtt(s>)n*u

ianhda (s) I tt(s) : lanhda (xt,s> Iti (s)ll : lamhda (xj,s)

- lambda (s) tt<s> : [lambda (xl,s) [ti <s)l : lambda <xj,s)
Cuj(s)]]

= lambda (s) [t (s) : lambda (xl,s) [t I (s ): lambda (xj,s)
lui(s)]]]

« lambda (s) [t(s):lamhda (xi,s) [(tl*<u) )(s)]]

• t*(t J*u, . .,tn*u)

So V*S Is closed. Mote Trees c Terns(XxS), so the
carrier is just the 0-ary operators. QEO.

Theorem. Every FST f Induces a Cl-norphlsm

f*:vw — > v*S

by fft(t) - lambda <s) [f(t,s)].

Proof. Ue need only confirm that this Is a Cl-norphlsm.

I) f*(e") = lambda (s) [f(xl,s)l - lamhda (s) [<xi,s>],
which Is, as seen previously, the projection operator In V*S.

il) f*(t<U,..,tn)> •
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= lambda (5) [f(t:lanbda (xi) [tl],s}]

» lanbda (s) [f

(

t,s) :f< lambda (xl) UIJ)1

= lanbda (s) [f ( t, s) : lambda (xl,s) [fClanhda
(xi) [tlJ{xl),5)J]

= lanbda (s) [f (t,s) : lambda (xt,s) [f(tl,s)l]

= lanbda (5) lf*(t) (s) : lambda UI,s>

= <f*Ct))*(f*(tI),. w f*(tn))

Q.E.D.

Although the 'linking mechanism* In V*S Is adnlttedly
obscure, this theorem shows how It Is naturally related to the
Unking mechanism of the FST,

Theorem. Every Cl-mcrphlsm f:V* — > V*S induces an FST

(wl th state set S) via

f* = lambda (t,s> [F(t)(s)l

Proof. Mote that for t£ Trees, f(t) c Maps(S;Trees),
so f(t)(s) « Trees, as desired. Our proof wilt he by recursion
Induction. We will show that f* satsfies the recursion scheme
In the definition of FST. Since we know that scheme Is total,
we conclude the ft Is precisely given by It*

<xi,s>
f*(xl,s) * f(xi)(s) = e

t
(s) -= lambda <s) [<xi,s>](s) <

f*(a(t?,..,tn),s) f(att?,..tn))(s)

= (f(a)*(f(t/J,..,f(tn)))(s>

(f(a)(s)):lanbda (xt,sJ [f(tl)Cs)]

fHa,s): lanbda (xl,s) tf*(t!,s)J

QEO.

Proposition, f** • f; fi* » f.

Proof. Trivial,

This completes the proof of our desired result: That
the FSTs correspond. In a natural way, to the Cl-morphs ins
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between the E'ven prethenries.
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